
Krisp� Krem� Fawkner Men�
1299 Sydney Rd, Fawkner, Australia

+61394923936 - https://www.krispykreme.com.au/stores/fawkner/

Here you can find the menu of Krispy Kreme Fawkner in Fawkner. At the moment, there are 16 courses and
drinks on the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Krispy

Kreme Fawkner:
I just wanted to say that I love my strong haferlatte, I struggle to find coffee shops that can nail it! well, that was

until I went through her Fawkner business. it was the most creamy. soothing (not sure if this is even a word)
coffee! I came every day to go through the coffee school. I had to find out why the coffees were so good, so I
went one day in the load and it was this beautiful sweet girl gloria! she makes... read more. The rooms on site
are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities, Depending on the

weather, you can also sit outside and eat. What User doesn't like about Krispy Kreme Fawkner:
donuts are always fresh here. passing through is very convenient only critique is the milkshakes. they seem to
rush through the autobahn and not mix properly. vanille wobbled last time from here and it was so sweet and

tasted very syrupy as a hustensirup. I had the same from the airport sydney kk, so I compare as for how when I
say it was not really mixed and the syrup amount was more than the standard. I hope we can... read more. A visit

to Krispy Kreme Fawkner is particularly valuable due to the large diversity of coffee and tea specialties.
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Smoothie�
SMOOTHIE

10 m�� popular
MILK SHAKES

Shake�
SHAKE

Brea�
BAGEL

Condiment�
SYRUP

Ho� Drin�
HOT CHOCOLATE

Specialt� Beverage�
STRAWBERRY SMOOTHIE

Drink�
DRINKS

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

CARAMEL

Desser�
DONUTS

TIRAMISU

MILKSHAKES

Coffe�
ICED COFFEE

LATTE

CAFÉ
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